Background. The Brazilian Atlantic Forest is one of the most diverse and threatened biomes in the world. The fragmentation and deforestation have strong impacts upon biodiversity, and many ecological theories have been brought in discussion in order to predict its consequences. Many approaches, such as Pleistocene Refuges Hypothesis, Metapopulation and Source-Sink Theories, Island Biogeography Theory, Stepping-stones and SLOSS debate have been extremely useful in this issue, but not in practice as much as in theory. In this scenario, the aim of this study is to present simple tools to apply those theories in practical measurements, classification and knowledge about the role of conservations unities and small fragments in the landscape of the Central Corridor of Atlantic Forest. Methods. 33 forest fragments were selected over the Atlantic Forest Central Corridor territory to sample different sizes, altitudes and legal protection categories. Physical attributes and measures were taken using GIS data (as area, shape and connectivity). Results. There is a vast variety of connectivity among fragments in the Central Corridor landscape. Most of the federal conservation units act as a source or semisource patch in the metapopulation in their own matrix, while most of the private areas act as sink patches. However, some source patches are too isolated to participate in the metapopulation system, acting as an isolated refuge. In addition, both source and sink fragments suffer strong edge effect, and some of them are not suitable for sustain species adapted to core area. Discussion. Edge effect is a real threat over any fragment, mostly because of the small area or the irregular shape. Efforts must be directed to minimize this impact. Small private patches are not capable to sustain many endangered and endemic species and are not suitable for releasement of rescued wildlife, but they are very important for the metapopulation and source-sink system, relieving the competition effects fragments, a biological flow of individuals from source patches to sink patches shall exist.
conservational strategies. Maintenance of large federal conservation units alone is not enough to decrease the danger of extinctions. Some of these conservation units are isolated fragments that may represent the only remain of the Pleistocene refuges, and they need small fragments around to keep the biologic flow of the metapopulation dynamics.
INTRODUCTION

4
Many ecological theories are currently clarifying the deforestation scenario, in order to 5 question about the impact of forest fragmentation upon the biodiversity. The Source-sink 6 theory (Pulliam, 1998) establishes that, among semi-isolated subpopulations in habitat 7 fragments, a biological flow of individuals from source patches to sink patches shall exist.
8
The sink populations are under local extinctions conditions but are continuously recolonized 9 by migrations. In this model context, the edge effect is a permanent issue on debate, because 10 the smaller the patch the stronger the effect from the matrix outside to the community 11 homeostasis inside. Because some species are adapted to core area, ecological processes are 12 affected in the proximity of the edge, which is highly influenced by area and shape of the 
MATERIAL AND METHODS
14
The where P = perimeter (in meters) and At is the fragment total area (in hectares). This index 7 measures the shape as a deviation of the circularity, once circles has the smallest perimeter-8 area possible ratio. Is nearly 1.0 suggest a regular shape, and it increases as increases the 9 outline complexity of the fragment (understood as irregularity) (Laurance e Yensen, 1991).
10
For connectivity analysis, was performed a visual classification of all forest patches located 11 in a buffer of 10 kilometers distance outside the boundaries of each the studied fragments According to the metapopulation model, the source-sink classification is determined by the Applying these attributes as a classification system of each forest patch, it generated four 7 classes (Table 1) : the (a) Source fragment, with larger area compared to the fragments area 8 around its own buffer and connectivity above mean the value and (b) Sink, with small area 9 but connectivity above average, because it is mandatory to have a connection with other 10 patches in the landscape to act in the system. Also, (c) Semi-source fragments, which could 11 act as source, but have low connectivity, where only species with high dispersion abilities 12 can reach, and (d) Semi-step fragments, with small area and low connectivity, acting as a 13 temporary stepping stone for species with high dispersion abilities.
14
The reason why the connectivity mean value was used as a cutoff point to classify the forest 1 remaining role was based on visual analysis of the minimum connectivity found in the 2 Espírito Santo central region, which is the densest coverage region of the state. 
RESULTS
4
Among the entire dataset, the area (mean = 2107.1, sd = 5378. 
12
Among the entire sample, 30.3% of fragments were classified as Source (n = 10), 18.2% As it can be seen, the area criteria classification was not based on the entire dataset, but was not the cutoff point used to classify them, but the mean area of patches in its own 10 buffer (Fig. 5 ).
11
The most isolated patches were found in northern of Espírito Santo State, and the most The most important consequences of the fragmentation process identified upon Atlantic
10
Forest Central Corridor are (1) the decrease of habitat area inside a forest fragment and
11
(2) the decrease of the connectivity among them, which can empower the environmental be the only scenario that can meet the requirement for a considerable biodiversity.
13
Although this is an arbitrary classification, based on one single analysis, it is possible that 14 the increment of biologic studies will consolidate these findings.
15
In addition, the shape pattern is an aggravating factor of the insufficient area. Even the . In a fragmented landscape, it is expected that remaining core species will suffer population decline in a stronger rate than it is expected for the 1 punctual habitat loss. That happens because, the greater the fragmentation, the smaller 2 the ratio between core area and total area of the system, which creates a greater proportion 3 of edge compared to core habitat (Bender et al, 1998 ).
4
On the other hand, the sink patches play a very important role in the dynamic stability of but at the same time, a barrier to another (Dramstad et al, 1996) .
13
The connective spots (or stepping-stones) may be considered a better alternative to 14 ecologic corridors, and the small fragments has played that role. 
20
Simple landscape metrics as size and shape of patches and the connectivity among them
21
can be relevant do analyze the biological functionality of a system, in order to identify 22 the existence of a forest refuge, a metapopulation and to classify its components in source 23 or sink, although this measurement does not predominate for every species in the biome.
24
Each species has specific environmental requirements, which make them very differently 25 subordinated to edge effect, which is a determinant aspect to verify its suitability of 26 populations, especially to releasement of rescued wildlife.
27
The current landscape is clearly not comparable to the Pleistocene fragmented landscape,
28
and the biodiversity is threatened as is has never been before. All efforts must be applied 29 to a varied spectrum of solutions and interventions, as much as on investigations and researches, in order to indicate, as in the present study, that the alternatives are no so 1 complex to be achieved. 
